A four command BCI system based on the SSVEP protocol.
This paper discusses the development of a four command BCI system. This system is composed of a wearable electroencephalogram acquisition unit interfaced to a computer by a wireless Bluetooth (BT) connection. The implemented system relies on the steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) protocol applied to a four selection system. In order to achieve the maximum reliability against false positives a five class classifier was used considering the idle state as an independent class. In order to maximize the usability of the system a two channel solution was tested and adopted. The BCI algorithm was based on a supervised multi-class classifier implemented by combining different binary regularized linear discriminant analysis (RLDA) classifiers. The biofeedback was evaluated by combining the resultant time signed distance with quality index related to the number of coherent identification obtained with the one-vs-all approach.